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Adding Private Data 
 
You can customise the database by adding your own Contacts and Outlets as Private Data. Any  
data you add yourselves is unique to your Account and can only be seen by your own users (and  
is therefore not maintained or updated by our research team). 
 
If you are unable to find a particular Contact or Outlet, you have two options: 
 
• Let us know at research@mediasource.me and we will add it after confirming the details. We  
will inform you once it has been added, and it will then also be included in our update cycles. 
• Add it yourself as Private Data. 
 

Note: You may also want to add yourself and colleages as Private Data so you can easily include  
yourselves as recipents in your own distributions. 
 
Because all Contacts have to be linked to an Outlet, a Private Data Contact can be added: 
 
• By adding the Private Data Contact to an existing Outlet. 
• By creating a Private Data Outlet and adding the Private Data Contact to it. 
 
 

Adding a Private Data Contact to an Existing Outlet 
 
There are two different ways to add a Private Data Contact to an existing Outlet: 
 
1) Open the outlet’s record card, and click on the + button underneath the list of existing Contacts:
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In the new screen that opens, fill in the fields you have information for, such as the person’s First 
Name, Last Name, Email Address, Job Title, Profile etc:

Ensure to add Topics if you want to be able to find your Private Data Contact in future topic-based 
contact searches:
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Once you have completed all the relevant information, press Save and the Private Data Contact will 
be added - and will now appear in the list of Contacts at the Outlet:

Similarly, add relevant Language(s) if you wish to be able to find the Contact in any future  
language-based contact searches:

And will also now be found in searches, and can be added to new and existing Groups:
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2) To add a new Private Data Contact to an existing Outlet from the Contact Management screen, 
select the +Contact button:

Type the name of the existing Outlet you wish to link the new Contact to, and select its name from 
the matches that automatically appear:

In the new screen that opens, fill in the fields you have information for, such as First Name, Last 
Name, Email, Job Title, Profile etc. Ensure to also add Topics and Language(s) if you wish to be 
able to find the Contact in any future topic or language-based contact searches:

Once you have completed all the relevant information, press Save and the Private Data Contact will 
be added to the Outlet you selected.
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Adding an Outlet as Private Data 
 
If an Outlet does not already exist in the database, you can create a new Private Data Outlet from 
the Outlet Management screen by selecting the +Outlet button:

Once you have completed the relevant information, press Save and the Private Outlet will be 
added. You can now add Private Data Contacts to your Private Data Outlet using the + button  
under the Contacts section of the newly created Outlet Record Card:

In the new screen that opens, fill in the fields you have information for - such as the Outlet Name, 

Media Type, Website Link, Profile etc. Ensure to add Topics and Language(s) if you wish to be able 
to find the Outlet in future topic or language-based outlet searches:
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Adding a Contact and Outlet as Private Data 
 
If an Outlet does not already exist in the database, you can add both a new Private Data Outlet  
and a linked Private Data Contact at the same time using the +Contact & Outlet button on the 
Contact Management screen:

In the new screen that opens, fill in all the Contact and Outlet fields you have information for, such 
as Contact Name, Outlet Name, Email etc:

Press Save and the Private Contact and Private Outlet will be added.  
 
You can add further details, such as Topics and Language, by opening the record card for the new 
Contact and/or Outlet and pressing the Edit button.
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Similarly, to view the Private Data Outlets created on your account, go to the Outlet Management 
screen and select the Private Outlets Only tick box:

Adding Freelancers as Private Data 
 
To add a Freelancer (or any individual) as Private Data, you must also create an Outlet to link  
them to. You can either create a single Private Data Outlet called Freelancers and link all Private 

Data Contacts you add as Freelancers to that one outlet, or create a new Outlet for each freelancer 
using the person’s name as the Outlet Name. 
 
Note: To add yourself or colleagues, add your company as a Private Data Outlet and then create 
Private Data Contacts of yourselves linked to that Outlet. 
 
 

Viewing Your Private Data 
 
To view all the Private Data Contacts created on your account, go to the Contact Management 
screen and select the Private Contacts Only tick box:
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Editing Private Data 
 
To make changes to any of your Private Data Contacts or Private Data Outlets, open their record 
card and select the Edit button in the top right corner:

You can now make any necessary changes to the entry’s details before pressing Save. 
 
 

Deleting Private Data 

 
To delete a Private Data entry, open its record card and press the Remove button in the top right  
corner. A prompt will warn if you have the Contact or Outlet saved in any Groups. Click Confirm to 
proceed with the deletion:

Deleted entries will automatically be deleted from any Groups you have them saved in, while  
deleting a Private Data Outlet will also delete any Private Data Contacts linked to it. 
 
Note: You are only able to delete your own Private Data in this way, not the data provided by either 
MediaSource or Vuelio. If you come across any system data that needs deleting or changing, please 
let us know at research@mediasource.me so we can make the required changes outside of our  
normal updating schedule.


